
Proposed Equal Rights Resolution. Stefany Fisher.  
 
First Amendment.  

1. \The Equal Rights; in part of freedom of choice; 
“For whom have Right to purchase by Law, a freedom of liberty 
that given of birth right in due spiritual respect that whom have 
chosen to steady profit/buy, is our Chosen Responsibility, that 
should not be manipulated, vindicated, or denied. 

 
If man and woman are to be qualified as equal, three areas then must be equated according to 

their differences. 
 
What are the 3 factors  

1. The channels that 2(v) in time [same!] Reality adjusts areas of gravity into pulls of waves 
that become what are gravitational waves.  

2. Height at distance reality is the same filtration of (Y) as meteor showers. 
3. The less is more Principle. A height to low Affect [refractive] placed in (Y) circumference 

to eye. Subplex! 
 

1. Light itself. Adjustment weight by eye via [Q] of (2) natural channels given through a 
Visible Light Stream. Light must adjust itself. Carbon is equal to light if X of the 
chromosome is equal to 2x it’s equal light energy, infinite over 8 adjacent bound carbon 
elasticity basis to electrical speeds [electrons].  Because women have children. E1 

2. Calcium. Of the mother. Makes up 99%W body mass to ⅓ human subatomic matter. 
Found in Iodine. The human membrane- to teeth as the placenta is to protect. What is 
wasted will be 3/3 of human energy from (1)/4th form - the ID - found in plasmic, shells, 
and human subatomic adjacency to water - all based on iodine. Thé placenta, and 
human form suv equivocal to light. (3/3^2) 

3. Energy. Chemicals in thé eye adjust by weight pressure and reflect upon System 
hydration found in body mass. Because a woman’s heart mass is stronger in that inner 
weight per outer adjustment is equal Weight. According to the eye. Y subjective 
placement becomes a 2:1 aerial degree of building material. Gravitational waves pull 
chemical weight down, showing True Ties in the (1) System’s bloodstream; Man may not 
sabotage iodized chemical its weight. See 2:1.  

 
Pollution [form b;A-1]. Where we are here told to sell Ourselves for Freedom, as 
freedom is undermined in the talent perceived as a business, denied as freedom dies 
and suffocates the truth of beauty that [A-1] inherits Equal Rights to surface within our 
stars.  
[A1]:The form to which it sits and reverts to what is Truth of feeling to being used and 
against us in a court of Law.  



Subject to heat by internal claus, what goes in filters through the membrane and suv 
equivocates over inert energy that (like a vacuum) determines the weight of ones 
emotions. Its internal respect.  

 
Second Amendment.  
(r) “That it is our Body, our Organ, given from God, this Liberty, 
and in the Due Respect, this Liberty, thus be shared be torn apart. 
Stead as are One Nation Under God, then under it bare it Will our 
Duty, our Right to Bear (our) Arms. 
******************************************************** 

Shown in lightwaves. Equivocal to: brainwaves, adolescence to spatial growth in form the ID. Of 
the mother.  
 

“Therefore woman equals authority only under existing image 
protection of man’s right to bear arms.” 
_______ 
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